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Newsletter from Pivab – Innovators in Automatic Rewinding
2.8-meter rewinder installed.

Pivab has now successfully completed the
installation of the first 2.8 meters wide
rewinder for single face corrugated web. The
installation was done at Monowell in
Sinsheim, Germany. Monowell, who is a
member of the Palmgroup, is one of the
European leaders in production of single face
corrugated board and produce rolls in single
face profiles from A to G.

The new rewinder has automatic knife
positioning, automatic edge trim and
automatic core feeder. The operator can enter
the orders of the whole shift and save the
parameters for later retrieval. Edmund Sarici,
head of maintenance says, “the Pivab is the
best rewinder available in Europe”.

The fourth rewinder to Poland.

Convert paper in Gostyń, Poland is investing in
a new corrugating line and has ordered a fully
automatic rewinder of 2.5 meters to complete
the line. Pivab has started manufacturing of
the rewinder and will install the machine at
the plant in November.

Special converting equipment.

Except the speciality of producing rewinders
for single face Pivab has also made several
other converting equipments during the latest
months. Packsize who produce and sell
packaging equipments for boxes has lately
deployed 8 gluing machines for boxes from
Pivab. The machines are sold by Packsize but
produced and tested prior to delivery by Pivab.
Several taping
units have also
been delivered to
another
manufacturer of
converting equipment
in Portugal.

Pivab Machinery is a Swedish company that
specializes in manufacturing rewinders for single
face corrugated web. The company was founded in
1983 and has a long tradition of product
innovation and machine design according to
customer requirements.
These special machines for the single face market,
whether used in traditional corrugated or
laminating production environments, are easily
installed with basic connections to lines dedicated
to single face operations or at the end of existing
corrugators.
The Pivab rewinders offer good opportunities to
production cost savings in the single face market.
Please contact us if you have any questions or if
you would like to have a quotation. Product video
and pamphlets are also available for download on
our website. www.pivab.com
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